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In rl出ent years the theory group of CNDC has been mainly working on the
fields of theoretical evaluation method of nuclear data calculations and applied
nuclear reaction theory research d臼cribed briefly as following:

a. For the purpose of theoretical calωlation of nuclear data of light nuclei, a 臼t

of low rank separable nucleon-nucleon potentials have beenωnstructed ， which
include different partial waves and tensor force. It has been applied to analysis
n-n, e-d, n-d elastic scattering, and 归，如) reactions. The calculated results
show that the contribution from the off-shell effect is more significant than
those from the three body force and relativistic correlation.

b. In order to calculate double differential cross section of emitted neutrons for
neutron induced reactions on the middle heavy nuclei in the energy range of 1
keV- 20 MeV, MUP3 calculation formalism has been described and the code is
making. In the calculation FM3-6 of ENDF / B-4 would be obtained.

c. An unified model of exciton model and Hauser-Feshbach formula both ∞n·

sidering the an部dar momentum and parity conservations has been de町ribed

and the code UNIFY-1 has been made, in which the formation probabilites of
∞mplex paraticles are considered reasonably and the discrete level effect of
部condary emission has been taken into account. Based on UNIFY- I , the
double differential cross section description for light particles μ<4) emission
∞uld be included in a code named UNIFY-2.
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cl. An unifacd program of 也lcuJating all fast neutron (10 keV- 20 MeV) data
for fISSile nudei in ENDF / B-4 is available.

e. The level density parameters a and Ii. values ofB缸仨也ifted Fermi gas mωel
for 318 nuclei have b回n obtained by fitting 由e evaluated new experimental da·
ta which were measun:d duringI972-1987. The number of nuclc现 considered

are about I∞ more than the original one given by Dily et al.. 1be systematics
behaviorof曲。se parametcn is studied.

r. A global review of phenomenological and m耐。鹤。pic opti，但1 potential in
nuclear data evaluation of 14 natural elements in the energy range of 0.1- 24
MeV has been done. The conclusion is that the microscopic optical potential
M剧。n the generalized and mωified Skyrme force which has analytical
formulism without any free parameters, has a great useful value in nuclear data
但lculationand evaluation.

g. The quantum mechanical reaction theory given by Feshbach, Kerman and
Koonin has been generalized to two components model for multistepωm

pound process in distinguishing neutron and proton matter cascade. The damp
ing width and e回ape width have been derived. It is important when neutron
and proton emission data for a particular reaction arc analyzed together. The
emission ofparticles of the same type as the incident particle is enhanced.

h. The variations of 町， σ.(0) and u.with the parameter of spherical optical po
tentia) at lower neutron energies for A =40- 60 have been analysed. A good
agreement with experimental data did not find by using the existing
parametrizations of spherical optical potential. This so caJled anomaly could be
expected to removed by a consistent analysis using the dispersion relations. The
further calculations were made using the same potential with real part adjusted
to give an acceptable fit to the available data on the clastic scattering of
neutrons by 40Ca at energies above 5 MeV. Keeping the same energy depen.
dence, the total cross section was calculated for lower energy including the
dispersion term. It is found that it is indeed less than the one given by the global
optical potential, and in general aωord with the experimental data. It is con·
cluded that taking into account the dispersion term essentiaJly removes the dis
crepancy in the case of .oCa.

i. Based on the multiple coJJision model , the transver臼 energy distributions for
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produced par出Ies are calcuJated for reactio皿句+ and Ds + nuclei at 驾"

GcV / N. The ca1cuJalions fit 由e 缸perimcDtal data very well.n隙 aeometrical

effect bo由 for pro~ and for taqcts are discussed. In die 幅Jculations，由e

Mon脑 carlo methω郎"画ed.This model and Monte carlo me曲"钮D bea
能耐led to calc由，le也enud幅r data for reae筒。DS ofmedium anCI high energies.

主The D回归r fission is studied based OD a new fission mcchanism-一曲e fis
sion diffusioD m，田刨.四ism，副lei was 醉。posed to explain the enhanccmeDt of
DeUtroD anission in bcaY}' ionωUisions. In 0町 prniouswork. we studied the
S幅画'D ra饵.theωImpetiti侃 between nud臼r 缸sion anCI DC:呗tron aniss阳"…

andfound 由at the enhancement of neutron emission caD be weD explainω. In
由e recent work. we ca阳M 由e neutron multipl丽ty for reaction 电+ 14~d

-1"Erat 207 MeV. From 曲eωmpariωDof但1culalion 明白饵perimental da
钮. it is found曲"由e reasonable value of friction∞efli后阳It for '''Er is about 3
-6x 10-215-1•
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